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Arctic Wolf 
All About Arctic Wolf 

Arctic Wolf are mammals. 
 

Arctic Wolf are warm-blooded. 
 

Arctic Wolf have 4 short legs and long 
fluffy tails.  

Arctic Wolf have 18 toes and 5 sharp claws. 
 

Arctic Wolf live in packs of 5 to 7 wolfs. 
 

Arctic Wolf can survive in icy cold  
temperatures minus –30. 
 

Arctic Wolf has predators Polar Bears. 
 

Arctic Wolf can make howls, growling, whimpering, 
and barking sounds. 
 

Arctic Wolf can run fast up to 46 miles. 
 

Arctic Wolf has white fur colour. 
 

Arctic Wolf has yellow eyes colour. 
 

Arctic Wolf has 2 thick layers of fur. 
 

Arctic Wolf is smaller than the grey wolf. 
 

Arctic Wolf can adapt to surrounding camouflaged in 
the snow and curl up to sleep using their fluffy 
bushy tail to keep their nose warm and cozy in the 
winter. 



 

 

Where do Arctic Wolf Live? 

 The blue colour show where 
Arctic Wolf lives. 

 

Arctic Wolf live in the  coldest 
place called the Arctic Tundra 

cold and snowy land. 

Arctic Wolf live in the Arctic Regions of North  
America, and Greenland. They can be found in the  
Canada, Alaska, and Iceland. 
 

Arctic Wolf can be found in the following areas:  
Tundra, and Forest. 

 

What do Arctic Wolf Eat? 
Arctic Wolf is carnivores, Which means they eat only 
meat. Arctic Hares, Birds, Arctic Fox,  Lemmings, and 
also Caribou and Musk-ox are a main part of their diet. 



 

Hibernation 
Arctic Wolf sleep 4 to 10 hours a day. 
 

Arctic Wolf do not hibernate during the winter.  

Life Span? 
Arctic Wolf can live up to 7 to 10 years in the wild. 

Height and Weight 
Arctic Wolf males and female’s height is 3 to 6 feet 
long. 
Male Arctic Wolf can weight up to 34 to 46 pounds. 
Female Arctic Wolf can weight up to 36 to 38 pounds. 

6 Fun Fact About Arctic Wolf 
Arctic Wolf is in the canis family are belong  
subspecies of the grey wolf.  
 

Arctic Wolf has 42 sharp teeth's. 
 



 

 

Arctic Wolf has thickly padded paws 
which helps Arctic Wolf to walk easily 
on the snow and frozen grounds. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Arctic Wolf can easily climb rocky hills and mountain. 
 

                                   
                                                        

                                                        Baby Arctic Wolf  
                                                         are called pups.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
It’s hard for Arctic Wolf 
to dig a hole in frozen 
ground, so they use caves 
for their den. 


